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B&A  Results Are BELA MD treatments a good match to 
treat your skin concerns?

Do you prefer aesthetic treatments with no pain and 
no downtime?

Are you looking for a relaxing yet efficacious 
treatment?

Are you looking for immediate and cumulative 
results?

Are you looking to improve the overall appearance 
and texture of your skin?

Is your skin looking dry and dull?

Has your skin started to show signs of aging such as 
fine lines and brown spots?

Do you suffer from acne breakouts and related 
inflammation?

If you answered yes to one or more of the above, 
BELA MD treatments might be a good match! Speak 
with your skin specialist to see if you're a suitable 
candidate.
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BELA MD IN ACTION

What to  expect

Skin health is more than just what is on the
surface. As we age, the outer layer of our skin 
becomes thinner.  Our skin produces less oil 
making it harder to maintain hydration and 
changes in the connective tissue reduce the 
skin's strength and elasticity. As a result, lines 
develop, complexion turns dull, skin texture 
becomes uneven. 

BELA MD combines multiple effective 
technologies into one comfortable treatment 
designed to address a variety of skin conditions 
and improve overall skin quality.
During the treatment, the surface layer of the skin 
is exfoliated, the skin is deeply hydrated and 
infused with powerful ingredients. The face and 
neck are stimulated to increase tone and 
luminosity.

I have so much more 
confidence in my appearance 
when I look in the mirror.  I 
see a younger, fresher and 
more confident me.

Sally, age 46
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Is there any downtime?

None Minimal Moderate Significant

Is the treatment painful?

No pain Minimal Moderate Significant

How many treatments will I need?
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Dead skin cells accumulate 

and pores are clogged with 

sebum, making the skin 

uneven and dull. 

Soothing ingredients travel 

deep into the tissue to reduce 

inflammation and promote a 

more even, pump and radiant 

complexion.
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Clogged
pores

Dead skin

Debris is removed and pores 

are cleansed through exfoliation 

while the infusion process 

hydrates and treats the skin.
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BELA MD PROVIDES IMMEDIATE AND VISIBLE RESULTS

A facial treatment with BELA MD is a relaxing 
experience. After the treatment, your skin 
may have a slight rosy glow for a few hours. 
This is patient dependent, based on the level 
of skin reactivity and sensitivity. 
For best results, typically a series of 3 to 5 
appointments, spaced 1 month apart, is 
recommended.
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for healthy glowing skin
An all-in-one treatment


